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BOND LAW STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
Whether you are in your first semester of law
school or planning your graduation, this Guide
has been curated to provide you with insight
and inspiration for wherever your law degree
may take you.

We know how daunting, and at times
overwhelming, it can be to plan your legal
career. The good news is that you certainly
don’t need to have it all figured out. You might
go to a law firm straight after graduation and
spend your entire career there. You may
practice in several areas of law before you find
what is right for you. Alternatively, you might
never use your degree to ever practice law in
the traditional sense if you’d rather use the
skills you’ve gained in any number of other
sectors. There is nothing more right or wrong
about any of these pathways! Whatever you
decide, we hope this Careers Guide can give
you a taste of the opportunities out there and
help you find the right path for you.

I would like to extent my sincerest thanks to
all the contributors to this guide. To our
sponsors, thank you for your continued
support, without which this Guide and so
many of our other initiatives would simply not

be possible. To all of the alumni, staff and
students who contributed to this Guide, thank
you for your insight and dedication in making
this Guide so informative. Finally, to our
Publications Director – Olivia Wilson – thank
you for your dedication and the countless
hours you have sacrificed to make this Guide
so beneficial to Bond students.

Whether you’re set on a career path or still
unsure where your degree will take you, my
advice is to use this Guide to gain insight into
the incredible variety of opportunities
available to Bond Law graduates. Most
importantly, do not get caught up in what is
perceived as the traditional pathway for legal
professionals. Getting a clerkship, Judges
Associateship and graduate job is not the be-
all and end-all of your legal career. This may
be what is right for you, but if it is not, do not
be afraid of ‘new law’ and alternative legal
pathways.

Your career is in your hands, read this Guide
with an open mind and I hope you find it
useful in preparing for your next steps.

Aaron Hollis

President – Bond Law Students’ Association



Australian Law Students' Association
President's Address

Hello – welcome to the Careers Guide. I
am Alana, the President of the Australian
Law Students Association. I graduated
with my LL.B (Honours) and Bachelor of
Arts from Bond in 2019 and am in the
process of completing my LL.M
(Research). I hope this Guide assists you
in finding out more about the wide range
of opportunities available to people who
graduate with a law degree. There is no
singular pathway for law graduates. This
is amplified by three large factors.

First, the “disruption” of technology and
diversity of jobs of law graduates are
changing the careers paths of young
lawyers away from traditional graduate
positions. Increasingly, we see young
lawyers leveraging the training they
receive in law school into policy and
academic positions; in addition to
pursuing entrepreneurship and tech.

Second, the globalisation of job
opportunities means that more graduates
working for multinational companies and
international firms. This has, of course,
been compounded by the ongoing effect
of the COVID-19 Pandemic, but we are
seeing that firms are hiring and are doing
so quickly, despite the past few years.

Third, as students become increasingly
aware the impacts on Mental Health and
Wellbeing, as well as the prevalence of
Bullying and Harassment in the
workplace, students are asking more
questions and demanded more from their
employers - and rightfully so. ALSA has

championed student advocacy on these
matters at the national level.

Inside this guide, you will find
contributions to the Public Law,
Government, Public Service, Community
and Non-government sectors. Whether
you are considering a career in one of
these areas or not - or maybe you have no
idea what path you want to take, I hope
you find the following pages insightful.

The Bond Alumni community is a
passionate one. I would encourage you to
connect with students who have come
before you – the network you build will
be invaluable in the future. As they say,
once a Bondy, always a Bondy.

On a personal note, I would like to thank
Olivia and the Bond University Law
Students Association for inviting me to
contribute to this publication and for
their hard work in putting it together. As
an alumni of the Bond LSA, the
Committee has worked tirelessly this
year to deliver an exceptional return to
campus life, and I commend their efforts.

Remember that you may not pursue the
path you intended when you started law
school – and every path is valid. I wish
you luck on your future careers -
whatever path you may take!

Alana Bonenfant
President
Australian Law Students’ Association
2021-2022
Class of 2016 and 2020, Bond University



A Message
from the
Editor

Hello there! Welcome to the 2022 Careers Guide,
presented by the Bond University Law Students’
Association, and edited by yours truly.

This Guide aims to serve as an introductory course
on the various possible career pathways that you
may wish to pursue, and the ways in which you can
get there. It contains information that will be
valuable to you regardless of where you are
currently placed in your law degree - or even, in
fact, if you have graduated. Within, you will find
information on clerkships and graduate programs,
tips and tricks for your applications and interviews,
a rundown of possible legal and non-legal fields
you may wish to explore, and much more. You will
also find various personal accounts - from Judges’
Associates to Ambassadors - from Bond Alumni,
detailing their career pathways and their advice for
anyone wishing to follow in their footsteps. 

I sincerely hope that this Guide will help you on
your way through and out of Law School, and that
it will clear up some of those terms and rumours
that you hear thrown around the law library!

First, though, I would like to extend my warmest
thanks to those who made this Guide possible.
First, to Lori Allen-Short and Audra Hosking at the
Careers Development Centre, who have provided
much of the information that will follow. Their help

has - as always - been invaluable, and I applaud the
work that they do for the Bond student populace. I
would also like to thank those who have provided
their personal experiences to this Guide - Alana
Bonenfant, Claudia Wilson, Lisa Bonin, Maddi
Nicholls, Mel Scott, Millie Jones, Renee Shike, and
Rohan Titus. They have each put remarkable care
into their portions of this Guide, and I am sure that
you will gain a lot from their experiences. Finally, I
would like to thank my Vice President - Dan Canta
- and the rest of the 2021/2022 Careers Pod -
Claudia Wilson and Zara Baxby - for their help in
making this happen. I appreciate the time and
support that they have each offered. 

I hope that you will find something valuable in the
following pages - whether that be clarity on the
process ahead of you, or a greater understanding of
the variety of non-traditional pathways that you
have at your fingertips. I wish you luck in the years
ahead of you, and the years after that. By opening
this Guide you have already expressed the sort of
proactive attitude that will earn you respect in the
professional world, and I look forward to seeing
what you make of yourself!

Olivia Wilson
Publications Director
Bond University Law Students’ Association
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COVER LETTER
HOW TO WRITE YOUR

KNOW THE FIRM

Your cover letter may be the first contact you
have with your potential employer. 

Identify what you can bring to the employer
and what sets you apart from other
applicants. 

Make an appointment with the CDC to review
your cover letter before you submit to the
potential employer. 

When writing your cover letter, keep in mind
the following tips from the CDC:

Target your cover letter specifically to the
firm and the position description. 

A greater connection is made when a letter is
addressed to a specific individual. 

e.g. Jane Doe Cover letter.doc 

Read the advertisements, understand and
address the employer’s requirements. 

List what you can offer the employer and
include your knowledge and employability
skills you have developed during your study
and other work experiences. 

Always use structured and complete
sentences paying particular attention to
spelling and grammar. Someone should
always proofread every cover letter you send. 

Keep the cover letter to one page with short,
clear, concise paragraphs and justify the
margins. 

It is great to include your achievements as
long as they are relevant to the position for
which you are applying. 

It is okay to contact an employer if you have
not heard anything from them. A simple
email or phone call asking if they can advise
on the progress of your application
demonstrates initiative. 

MAKE IT PERSONAL

KEEP THE FILE NAME SIMPLE

TAILOR YOUR MESSAGE

THE BASICS KNOW YOUR BRAND

MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM 

PRESENTATION IS IMPORTANT 

FLAUNT YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS 

FOLLOW UP



WRITING YOUR 
LEGAL COVER LETTER



17 January 2022 
 
Campus Law                                                                                                         Jane Doe
14 University Drive                                                                                               14 University Drive
ROBINA QLD 4226                                                                                                 ROBINA QLD 4226  

Dear Tanya 

After engaging with Campus Law staff and discovering that the workplace culture supports,
captivates, and challenges its employees, it is with genuine interest and enthusiasm that I apply for
the role of <<INSERT>>. During my studies I have maintained strong academic results whilst also
engaging in work experience, legal and community volunteer work, virtual internships, international
study tours, part-time employment and sport. 

Working for Campus Law to deliver quality, innovative and confident advice on complex issues whilst
supporting the community and promoting diversity would be an invaluable opportunity. It has been
my ambition to work in litigation and Campus Law fits my ideal vision of a workplace offering a high-
performing collaborative environment with respected leadership and effective systems of training.
My volunteer work together with my internship provided me with the understanding and importance
of being client focused. 

From my youth I have been independent, resilient, and very hardworking and have consistently
worked to undertake a variety of opportunities relevant to my career. I am passionate about fighting
for justice, helping people, and challenging myself. My motivation and drive to both succeed and self-
improve is reflected by my dedication to study and expand my skills through legal work experience,
networking, mooting and negotiation competitions. This motivation and adaptability are
characteristics I bring to your firm as I am determined to provide the best result for clients, take
instructions, learn from others, seek feedback and improve my skills. 

I am outgoing and personable and love working in a team environment. These interpersonal strengths
were recognised at ABC & Co Lawyers where, as a paralegal, I was trusted to interview and build
relationships with clients. I was a valued team member and worked collaboratively with two
colleagues on a case sharing knowledge and creative solutions to deliver the best result for our client.
I believe that to be amicable, it is crucial to be positive and balanced. I personally achieve balance by
maintaining a network of supportive friends and family and practising mindfulness through gym,
visiting the beach and Pilates. 

My experiences as an Accountant at my parent’s eCommerce company and as a paralegal at ABC & Co
Lawyers have developed my commercial and practical capabilities by allowing me to identify business
growth opportunities, understand business goals, manage transactions, minimise costs, make
strategic business decisions, attract clients and adapt to economic change. Working as a paralegal
also dramatically enhanced my analytical ability, problem-solving skills and the importance of
meticulous attention to detail. On my first day, I jumped at the opportunity to be placed on their
most complex ‘novel’ case where I was required to write a lengthy Letter of Advice, submit Affidavits
and a caveat where these skills were of paramount importance. 

I look forward to the opportunity of discussing my suitability for this position at an interview. I can
be contacted on mmmmmm@bond.edu.au or 0411 123 456 at any time. 

Yours sincerely 

AN EXAMPLE COVER 
LETTER FROM THE CDC



List academic achievements with a summary of results if they are strong (achieving
academically is always a plus!) 
Also include: 

GPA if high credits and above 3.2/4 (5.2/7scale). 
Awards and scholarships. 
Interest area if this aligns with the firm you are applying to. 
High achieving subjects if relevant to specific firms. 
Bond Clinics you volunteered with and what you learnt. 

Without experience in a legal firm, students can use this section to describe experiences
during their studies e.g. Mooting / Negotiation competitions. 
Include the following details in this section: 

Topic: 
What was the project/assessment? 
Result: 
What where your findings? 
Learned Outcomes: 
What skills did you develop. What did you learn? 

Name 
Email | Phone |LinkedIn 

Profile 
Only include a “Profile” or “Summary” if it is a powerful sentence or two which show your
unique capabilities or reason for Law. Please DO NOT include a generic paragraph. 
 
EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Laws                                                                                                          Dates (from – to) 
Bond University, Gold Coast 
 
High School Certificate                                                                                               Dates (from – to) 
School Name 
 
HOT TIPS: 

RELEVANT LEGAL PROJECT WORK 
Contact the CDC now if you have not had experience in a legal firm.
 
HOT TIPS: 

LEGAL RESUME
How to write a



Include 3 – 4 bullet points of the skills you learnt or your accomplishments during this
experience. 
List Law Clinics you have participated in and the skills developed. 
Separate your Volunteer Experience. 

Highlight employability skills you learnt in these roles rather than the tasks that you
completed e.g. teamwork, communication, problem solving, critical thinking. 
Group similar roles e.g. casual work in retail can all be grouped together. 

Highlight relevant activities and employability skills. 
You may need to cluster these using subheadings e.g. Community, Leadership, Sport. 

Include 4-5 of bullet points of your strongest skills. 
Start each bullet point with an action verb followed by the skill and provide a little bit of
evidence. 
Include only skills relevant to the position description and the company you are applying for. 

You have three options for this section: 
Title this section REFEREES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. 
Include two or three work or academic related referees. company and no contact details. 
Include two or three work or academic related referees, position title, company and contact
details. 

LEGAL WORK EXPERIENCE 
Legal Internship 
ABC Lawyers                                                                                                                 Dates (from – to) 
 
HOT TIPS: 

 
RELEVANT WORK EXPERIENCE 
Retail                                                                                                                              Dates (from – to) 
Company name 
 
Hospitality                                                                                                                    Dates (from – to) 
Company name 
 
HOT TIPS: 

 
EXTRA CURRICULAR and MEMBERSHIPS 
HOT TIPS: 

 
SKILLS SUMMARY with relevant evidence only. 
HOT TIPS: 

 
 
REFEREES 
HOT TIP: 



BEFORE THE INTERVIEW
Confirm all details 
Ask the contact person the following questions: 
    Who will be interviewing? 
    How long should you allow for the interview? 
    What will be the structure of the interview? 
    Do you need to bring anything to the interview? 
    Is parking available? 
 
Research, Research, Research 
Use multiple sources to gather information
including the website, marketing material,
LinkedIn, and Google. 

If possible, research the members of the interview
panel to find out more about their work and their
interests. 
 
Prepare 
Organise a mock interview with the CDC to
brainstorm and practice good answers to common
questions. Have a clear understanding of your
strengths and qualities that make you an
exceptional candidate. Prepare questions to ask the
panel. 

THE INTERVIEW
Make a positive first impression 
The interview starts as soon as you walk into the
building so make sure you act with a high level of
professionalism. First impressions are vital to
success and can be formed on the first two minutes
of meeting a person. 

Hold your head up, dress professionally, introduce
yourself, relax and SMILE. Make an appointment
with the CDC to do a mock interview. 
 
Demonstrate confidence (not arrogance) 
If COVID appropriate, shake hands using a firm
handshake. Make direct eye contact. 

Remember the names of the interview panel and
greet them by name. Sit comfortably, breathe and
smile. 
 
Be yourself 
The interview is about you! The panel want to see
and hear about what you can offer. Be honest in
your answers and sell your strengths. 
 

THE INTERVIEW
Employers use the interview to get to know you and to assess whether you have the attributes they are looking for
and whether you will “fit in” within the organisation and the team. 
 
It is also your opportunity to find out more about the employer and the position being advertised. Everyone gets
nervous! The best solution to your nerves is to be fully prepared. 



THE INTERVIEW CONT.

THE INTERVIEW
Answering questions 
Use the CAR (Context, Action, Result) structure to
answer questions and to provide evidence of your
knowledge and skills. 
 
Typical interview questions 
Typical interview questions may include:

    What do you know about our company? 

    Why do you want to work for us? 

    What can you bring to this organisation that 
    other candidates might not? 

    Describe a situation where you were required to 
    work under pressure to meet a deadline. 

    Tell us about a time when your work was 
    criticised and how did you deal with that 
    criticism. 

    Why did you choose law as your career path? 

AFTER THE INTERVIEW
Send a thank you 
Send an email to the contact person thanking them
for their time and reiterate how you enjoyed
meeting the panel and your desire to work for the
firm. 
 
Reflect on the interview 
Make notes on what did you do well and where
could you improve. 
 
Follow up 
It is okay if you have not heard anything within a
few weeks to contact the firm and ask if there has
been any progress on the outcome of the interview. 
 
Request feedback 
If you are unsuccessful, ask the interviewers for
feedback to improve your future performance.
Express gratitude and interest in any other position
which may become vacant. 



Psychometric testing is widely
used by law firms and other
employers to shortlist candidates. 

There are various types of
psychometric testing to measure
verbal, numerical and abstract
reasoning, personality, and
behaviour. Contact the CDC for
information on psychometric
testing. 
 
Verbal reasoning 
Designed to: 
    Measure oral and written 
     communication skills. 
    Assess ability to quickly 
     understand and effectively 
     convey work-related concepts 
     and information. 

    Assess ability to sort through 
     extensive information to 
     identify critical issues and 
     draw logical conclusions. 

Numerical reasoning 
Designed to measure ability to
quickly respond and accurately
analyse numerical and graphic
data, identify critical issued and
logically draw a conclusion from
the data. 
 
Abstract reasoning 
Designed to measure your
conceptual reasoning skills
including your ability to quickly
learn new information, identify
patterns and apply information to
solve problems. 

PSYCHOMETRIC
TESTING
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A seasonal clerkship is a practical work
experience within a law firm , designed for
student in their penultimate (second last) year of
study. Your duties and responsibilities during a
clerkship will depend on the individual firm. You
will experience the culture of the firm and how it
works, whilst putting the theoretical knowledge
that you have acquired at university into practice.
You may have to undertake some potentially
mundane tasks, but it is important that you
always show motivation and enthusiasm
regardless of the duties you are undertaking -
remember, first impressions last. Most of you will
gain an understanding of how a practising legal
organisation operates.

Although a seasonal clerkship is a fantastic
experience, do not panic if you miss out. The most
important thing is that you do not give up if you
are unsuccessful in obtaining a clerkship at your
preferred firm. There are other ways that you can
gain legal experience and commence your legal
career, including work experience, volunteering,
a GDLP, or other graduate programs. 

Clerkships
WHAT IS A SEASONAL CLERKSHIP?

WHAT IF I MISS OUT?

Students should consider undertaking a clerkship
to ensure that necessary experience is gained in
order to secure their dream job after graduation.
Seasonal clerkships can be completed in mid to
top tier legal firms, government agencies, or
professional services organisations (e.g.
accounting firms or banks). Clerkships are
generally an important step to securing a
graduate position within that organisation.

Clerkships are generally for students in their
penultimate year of study - usually this means
you would have between two and four semesters
remaining. Due to the accelerated three semester
per year Bond Law degree, you need to ensure
you don’t miss the application rounds. JD
students will need to apply in their first year to be
eligible. 

Applicants need to understand their working
rights as a clerkship is a full time four-week paid
position. There may be some flexibility around
this, so contact the CDC for more information. 

WHY CONSIDER A CLERKSHIP?

WHEN AM I ELIGIBLE? 



There are three main time frames
in which seasonal clerkships are
generally offered. These aim to
align with most Australian
university holidays. In the mid-
year break (June/July), pre-
Christmas (Nov/Dec), and post-
Christmas (Jan/Feb). Typically,
placements are for a period of two
to four weeks. 

However, some firms (particularly
in NSW) offer placements of up to
12 weeks. 

NEW SOUTH WALES

Every State has different
application dates for seasonal
clerkships, so below is a summary
for your reference. Students can
access information relating to
application deadlines from the
CDC and/or the relevant law
society webpage.*

*Please note this is a guide only. For
specific dates and further information,
please visit www.cvmail.com.au and
check out firm websites, or go to the
State’s law society website.

QUEENSLAND VICTORIA

WHEN DO CLERKSHIPS OCCUR? WHEN DO I APPLY?

Applications Open: 
6 June

Applications Close: 
3/10 July

Offers Made: 
14 September

Applications Open: 
18 July

Applications Close: 
12 August

Offers Made: 
12 October

Applications Open: 
4 July

Applications Close: 
14 August

Offers Made: 
19 October



Applications are submitted either
through the firm’s website directly,
through ‘cvMail’ online, or simply by
email. An applicant is usually required to
submit a resume, cover letter, and an
academic transcript. Depending on the
firm, you may be required to answer
additional questions as a part of the
written application component. 

It is always a good idea to conduct
background research on the firms in
which you would like to undertake a
seasonal clerkship. This research will
enable you to gain an idea about the
culture of the firm, cases in which the
firm has been involved, professional
development opportunities, and other
factors which would aid you in your
choice of potential employer. Most firms
will have information regarding their
seasonal clerkships on their websites.

You are by no means limited to
undertaking only one clerkship
throughout the course of your degree. In
fact, many students have opted to
undertake several clerkships, depending
on the timing and length of the program.
Undertaking a clerkship may mean that
you must forgo some of your holiday or
semester time, however the potential 

benefits for your career and
opportunities that you would gain from
the experience will be invaluable. 

Students at Bond are not disadvantaged
by having an academic calendar that is
different to most universities. For those
law students who successfully obtain a
seasonal clerkship that is being held
during semester time, the Deputy Dean,
in consultation with the Faculty Student
Affairs and Service Quality Manager, will
determine an acceptable study program
that will be assessed on a case-by-case
basis. Law students who have accepted a
seasonal clerkship need to ensure that
they meet with a program adviser in the
Student Business Centre to discuss their
academic program. 

Obtaining a clerkship is a great way to
not only gain fantastic exposure to a law
firm, but also to gain very valuable work
experience and increase your chance of
securing a graduate position or further
work experience within a mid to top-tier
firm. Students who have undertaken a
seasonal clerkship may be offered a
graduate position within that firm prior
to regular graduate position offers. This
process is known as the ‘priority pick’
system and it is becoming an
increasingly popular practice amongst
law firms. 

HOW DO I APPLY?

WHAT FIRM DO I APPLY FOR?

CAN I DO MORE THAN ONE?

CLERKSHIPS AT BOND?

GRADUATE POSITIONS?



The Genuine
Clerkship
Experience

The word ‘clerkship’ is one that I always used to
associate with nerves and fear. From reading the
word in my first semester at law school and
wondering whether it was pronounced ‘clarkship’ or
‘clerkship’, to hearing rumours about a ‘brutal’ and
‘tedious’ application process, to apprehensively
submitting my applications and not telling my family
what day offers were made, which I thought would
somehow help with the nerves. 

Having now completed clerkships at two of the ‘big
six’, the word certainly has different connotations. I
hope that sharing my experience may help dispel
some of the fear that often results from the incessant
rumours and gossip which always circulate the law
library around clerkship season. 

The application process 
 My first advice is to not discount yourself before you
have a go and to never compare yourself to other
applicants. Every person in my clerkship cohorts has
been so unique in personality, experience, and
academics. Put your best foot forward in your
applications by introducing the firm to what makes
you you and highlighting your strengths to persuade
them of why you should clerk there. That leads me to
my second piece of advice: confidently display your
interests and personality. If the firm doesn’t like you
for you, you probably wouldn’t have enjoyed working
there anyway. 

One thing I would have done differently in my
clerkship applications is that I would have started
my applications far earlier. I spent the time
researching and tailoring my applications to three
firms, then fell into a last-minute rush with the rest.

Funnily enough, I received offers from all three of
the firms I put the effort into but didn’t get an
interview with some of the ‘cookie cutter’
applications. 

The clerkship itself 
I walked into the first day of my first clerkship
without a clue of what to expect. Luckily, we spent
the first two days in training: learning the IT, how to
use the firm’s precedents and research tools, and
meeting our buddies and supervisors over lunch.
After that, clerks will move to their assigned desks
(or offices) in their practice groups and will have
extremely diverse experiences. 

So far, across my clerkships I have rotated through
Insurance, Public Sector, and Restructuring and
Insolvency practice groups, which has exposed me to
a mix of advisory, transactional, and litigious work. 
 For example, I have been involved in reviewing and
amending contracts, sitting in on client and
professional witness interviews, conducting legal
research and due diligence, writing settlement
offers, drafting pleadings, and planning trial
strategies. I’ve also gotten some excellent practical
experiences through attending conferences,
mediations and trials. 

All in all, clerking is an experience I would
recommend to any law student interested in
entering the legal profession, regardless of whether
you are sure that you want to work at a corporate
law firm, or indeed whether you are sure that you
want to become a lawyer at all. Ultimately, the
process is about finding the firm or career that is the
right choice for you.

By Claudia Wilson
Bond Student



WHAT IS A SEASONAL CLERKSHIP? WHY CONSIDER A CLERKSHIP?

Graduate programs are paid training and
development programs which are specifically
designed for students who have just graduated
from university and are most commonly offered
by mid and top-tier law firms, Commonwealth
and State government departments, and large
private sector companies.  

The length of the program will vary depending on
the organisation, however most graduate
programs are between 12 and 18 months in
duration. 

Most of the larger firms recruit from their
seasonal clerkships and avoid going open market.
However, many firms still recruit from the open
market for graduates - so it is just a matter of
researching which ones.

WHAT IS A GRADUATE PROGRAM?

Although lawyers are employed in a vast range of
roles and organisations, employers in all areas
tend to look for many of the same skills, personal
qualities, and life experience in their new
recruits. 

The priority for employers is a high level of
intelligence, demonstrated by high academic
achievement. Good university results will ensure
your application is considered. However, having a
range of other qualities will help your resume
stand out from the rest. 

More than ever before, employers are not simply
looking for ‘textbook lawyers’. They are seeking
well-rounded candidates who have a broad range
of interests and have participated in the
community. Commitment to sport, music, or the
arts is well regarded, as is experience in a legal
environment whilst studying. These experiences
provide you with the opportunity to develop
communication and teamwork skills, the ability to
interact socially with different people, and build
confidence in a variety of situations. 

GRADUATE PROGRAMS

HOW LONG ARE THEY?

CAN I APPLY IF I HAVEN'T 
DONE A CLERKSHIP?

WHAT DO EMPLOYERS LOOK
FOR IN GRADUATES?



NEW SOUTH WALES

Yes - if you participate in a
graduate program within a law
firm this will satisfy the
requirements for admission. You
will undertake further studies as
required (GDLP) and in most
cases the cost of this will be met
by the firm. If you gain a position
in a graduate program in an
organisation other than a law
firm, you may not qualify for
admission at its completion. 

You need to be applying for
Graduate Positions in your final
year of tertiary education.
Application deadlines can be
obtained from the relevant law
society webpage or the CDC.

Refer to
https://gradaustralia.com.au for
graduate program dates for firms
in other States and Territories

QUEENSLAND VICTORIA

WILL IT QUALIFY ME FOR
ADMISSION TO PRACTICE

WHEN DO I APPLY TO A
GRADUATE PROGRAM?

Applications Open: 
28 February

Applications Close: 
10 April

Offers Made: 
2 June

Applications Open: 
15 August

Applications Close: 
26 August

Offers Made: 
29 September

Applications Open: 
11 August

Applications Close: 
24 August

Offers Made: 
5 October



CHOOSING THE RIGHT
FIRM FOR YOU

If you wish to practice law, your next decision
- which firms to apply for - can quickly
become vexing. Even if you have a strong
sense of where you’d like to work, it pays to
ensure your decision is a carefully considered
one. To help you make the best choice,
consider each of these questions:

How large is the firm?
Law firms range in size from small boutique
outfits to global giants employing thousands
of lawyers in offices across the world. There
are pros and cons to working in firms at either
end of the spectrum. Some may be drawn to
the scale, stability, and advancement
opportunities offered by medium and large
firms. Others will prefer smaller practices
where they can focus on specific topics of
interest, develop close client relationships, or
potentially enjoy a more close-knit culture.

What is the culture of the firm?
The importance of culture in a law firm
cannot be overstated. You will inevitably be
working intensely or closely with other
people, so it pays to ensure you fit in and feel
supported. 

To properly evaluate the culture of a law firm,
you’ll need to ask a variety of questions: 
     How competitive is the law firm?
     What sort of people work there?
     What is expected of clerks/graduate 
       employees?
     What are the people like?
     How many hours a week will I work?

Law firms and teams within a law firm vary in
their value systems. Try to secure a position at
a firm whose values are consistent with yours. 

Does the practice area interest you?
There are many legal practice areas in which
you could choose to specialise. If you have a
strong sense of what interests you most, then
it’s worth seeking out firms that will cultivate
your passion. If you don’t yet know what you
want to specialise in, consider opportunities
where you will have a wide exposure to
different practice areas. 

Does the firm have an international
presence?
If you are excited by the prospect of working
abroad or focusing on international cases, it
could be worth prioritising firms that have a
global presence. It can be much easier to find
employment overseas if international
transfers are available, and international firms
often leverage their global presence to address
legal issues that span multiple jurisdictions. 

Will you have a healthy work-life balance?
One serious issue within the legal profession
is difficulty in establishing a healthy work/life
balance. You will have your own sense of what
a healthy work/life balance looks like - some
may derive satisfaction from working late to
prepare complex cases, other may prefer
more regular hours with ample time for
personal commitments. It’s important to
check that your idea of a healthy work/life
balance is achievable at a potential firm.



Where is the firm located? 
Will the firm meet your salary
expectations?

Who are the clients?
At a large firm, you may be the legal
representative of equally large organisations.
If you work at a smaller firm, you may work
more closely with individuals. Working in-
house, your ‘client’ will effectively become
your employer. In any of the many other legal
settings, your client may be the government, a
criminal defendant, a parent going through
custody proceedings, a person seeking
personal injury compensation, a nation State
defending its actions, or something entirely
different. Consider who you would find it
gratifying to work for and whether the firm
you’re considering will be able to connect you
with that type of client.

What about your interests outside of law?
Make sure to consider that any undergraduate
or other qualification you may have in an area
other than law may make you more
employable in specific areas. You should also
consider your interests outside of the law and
explore the possibility of incorporating those
interests in order to create a more satisfying
career for you. The law attaches itself to every
element of society. For example, if you’re
passionate about music, you may seek out a
firm that specialises in intellectual property or
represents clients in the entertainment
industry. 

Further considerations

Will you have autonomy? If so, how much?
Will you receive interesting or a variety of
work?
Will you have the opportunity to rotate
into different areas of law?
Are there opportunities for professional
development, including training,
education, and mentoring?
Will you be required to work long hours
without a clear link to performance and
pay?
What is the professional reputation of the
person you will be reporting to?

How to find answers?
Your first stop in researching a law firm
should be its website. It’s also helpful to speak
with current employees about their individual
experiences. One way to do this is by
approaching representatives of that firm at
careers fairs or at the CDC arranged clerkship
presentations at Bond. Alternatively, friends
or other contacts who have worked at the firm
in the legal industry may be able to give
honest and valuable information about
culture, reputation, and working
environment. Researching online can also be
helpful although you should always endeavour
to base your opinions on reputable sources.
Beyond the firm’s website, you can refer to
graduate job reviews and on-the-job profiles. 

By doing your research and deciding carefully
on a law firm that fits your values, goals, and
expectations, you can be confident in your
choice and get your career off to the best
possible start.



Diversity in the Legal
Profession
Entering the legal profession can be
daunting, let alone as a diverse person.
There’s not only the fear of having to
choose an area of law or career path,
but then you add to it questions about
whether you’d be welcomed and
accepted, and it can be a stressful
experience. The good news is that
despite the reputation of the legal
profession, there has been a concerted
effort to champion diversity in all its
forms. That’s not to say you won’t face
some hardships, but there is a place for
you, it’s all about figuring out where
that is. I’m going to share my key
takeaways from clerkships to full-time
work, in the hope that it helps you find
your path. Note that my experience is
within a corporate commercial top tier
firm, as a queer, non binary, Asian-
Australian. 

When I was considering which firms to
apply to for clerkships, I had a checklist
for firms. This list included the areas of
law that I thought I might be interested
in, but also whether the firm had a
strong LGBTQIA+ network and whether
their partnership had adequate numbers
of women and culturally and 

linguistically diverse people. Based on
these criteria, I carefully selected the
firms that I applied to. 

This research also assisted in my
application. For me, it was important
that I could check that firms had action
behind their policies in interviews. To
facilitate this conversation, I included
mentions of the firms’ work in the
LGBTQIA+ community, and related it to
my own work within the cover letter.
This led to some great conversations in
interviews and showed me there was
action behind their marketing spiel. I’d
recommend trying to include something
on your resume or in your cover letter,
which would trigger a conversation. 

Renee Shike
Bond Alumni

Do your research



The Asian Australian Lawyers
Association, Women Lawyers
Association of Queensland and many
other organisations also have mentoring
programs, so have a look around for one
that might suit you! In addition to these
programs, LinkedIn and events are
great ways of meeting people. I’d
recommend connecting with people
whose intersections align with your own
so you can find out about events you can
attend and people you can connect with.

In every situation, you need to ensure
your own safety. Although the
profession as a whole is progressing,
there are still people that can hold
discriminatory views, who present a risk
to your safety, whether emotionally or
physically. This information is not
something you can gather through
researching the firm, but through
personal interactions. For me, I
remained closeted for the first couple of
days, but then quickly realised that my
team was incredibly welcoming and
diverse, which opened the door for me
to express my gender and personality in
an authentic way. 

which supports students in their
transition from university to work. They
provide a mentoring program, but also
hold events, which is where I found my
mentor. My mentor has provided
integral advice in my first few months as
a lawyer, and she moved my admission!
If you’re interested in getting a mentor,
you can sign up for free here. 

According to the AWEI Survey, around
half of people go back into the closet
when they start work. Many people also
choose to be out to only certain people,
or may be out at work but not at home.
Whatever you decide, make sure you set
your boundaries clearly to avoid being
outed or put in danger.

Safety comes first

Find your people
I wouldn’t be as vocal as I am, at work
and through LinkedIn, without the
support of my mentors and friends.
Outside of work, I was fortunate to find
a mentor through Out for Australia,
which is a LGBTQIA+ not for profit







ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

A law degree equips you with a diverse range of knowledge and skills and as such, there are a myriad of
opportunities and career paths for you to consider. While it is likely that you will make many career changes
throughout your life, this section is aimed at assisting you in considering what career paths may interest you, suit
you, and where you wish to begin your career at the conclusion of your law degree.

Keep in mind that different careers suit different people and that there are many variables, including working
conditions, where you wish to work, and the people you wish to work with. Use this section to consider whether
you wish to pursue a career in legal practice, what practice areas and employers you may wish to consider, or
what career paths may interest you outside of legal practice. This section is in no way exhaustive of the
possibilities available to legal graduates - I implore you to engage in your own research to decide on a career or
starting point that you will be passionate about.

BANKING & FINANCE LAW
Banking and finance law covers every aspect of the operation of banks and financial institutions. Lawyers in the
area help clients abide by the intricate legal frameworks that govern transactions in both the domestic and
global economies. This involves drafting and negotiating contracts that set out the terms of various financial
arrangements. Banking and finance lawyers also provide legal advice to organisations engaged in large
transactions such as mergers and acquisitions, initial public offerings, and capital structure or liquidations.
Banking and finance law is a complex field of practice with different financial activities regulated by specific
pieces of legislation. 

The world of banking and finance is fast paced and can be extremely intense. A career in banking and finance
provides a range of possible roles, from managing transactions for a large organisation while employed as an in-
house lawyer, to representing a regulatory body in its investigation of a suspicious financial matter. 

Administrative law governs the relationship between individuals and the State. Administrative law may
encompass some of the biggest legal issues of the era, including the right to privacy, the management of
immigration, and the increasingly complex relationship between Australia’s domestic law and international
obligations. Government accountability mechanisms include demerit reviews (involving government agencies
and tribunals), Ombudsman, and Information Commissioner investigations, alternative dispute resolution and
international agency practices, and judicial review in courts. This variety of accountability mechanisms lends
itself to a variety of careers and potential employers including private firms, government departments and
agencies, and courts and tribunals. 

LEGAL CAREER PATHWAYS



COMMERCIAL LAW

COMMUNITY LEGAL CENTRES
A Community Legal Centre (CLC) is a community-based organisation which provides free and accessible legal
services. Depending on the CLC, they may provide legal advice, referrals to other centres or firms, non-legal
support, or duty advocacy services. CLCs are limited in funding so rely on a small number of permanent
lawyers, supplemented by volunteer lawyers, clerks, and paralegals.

CLCs are key services in enabling access to justice, working in many spheres, including:
    Indigenous legal services
    Women’s legal services
    LGBTQ+ legal services
    Environmental law
    Employment law
    Consumer law
    Criminal law
    Banking and credit law
    Mental health law
    Property and tenancy law 

Commercial law governs commerce, trade, sales, and merchandising, and the businesses and individuals
participating in those activities. Commercial law encompasses a range of areas, including corporation law,
securities law, finance and banking, taxation law, trade practice law, and consumer law. Commercial lawyers are
often expected to help their clients navigate and address issues affecting the business world.

Types of law practice include:
    Contract law
    Intellectual property law
    Data protection law
    Corporate law

Choose this if you have
    Commercial awareness
    Willingness to understand individual businesses
    A strong command of written and oral communication

BARRISTER
Barristers generally receive work by referral from a solicitor before representing the client in court. Barristers
are expected to determine case strategies, have excellent advocacy skills, and have an in-depth knowledge of the
rules of evidence and court procedure. 

The work of a barrister includes:
    Working with solicitors to prepare cases for trial
    Questioning witnesses to lead evidence or in cross-examination
    Making legal submissions
    Negotiating settlements

Becoming a barrister involves a separate bar course and exam with regulations differing by State or Territory.
Barristers are ‘self-employed’, so advice is often to become a barrister after working as a solicitor to ensure an
active and healthy professional network from which to receive referrals.



CONSTRUCTION LAW
Construction law involves any legal issue related to the construction of buildings and infrastructure. 

Work may be transactional or litigious and may include:
    Infrastructure projects for roads
    Public transport
    Hospitals
    Public amenities 
    Or industry related projects such as hydroelectric plant developments

Work in construction law may include negotiating and drafting agreements between property companies,
landowners, builders, architects, engineers, contractors, and subcontracts, or working to complete necessary
due diligence or gain project funding.

Types of law practice include:
    Contract law
     Commercial law
    Planning law
    Employment law
    Torts

CONSUMER LAW
Consumer law aims to ensure that goods and service providers meet their obligations. Issues include unfair
contract terms, consumer contracts, consumer rights when buying goods and services, product safety
requirements, and rights of consumers faced with unsolicited trades (such as door-to-door sales).

Despite Australian consumer law being heavily regulated, this is a creative and innovative area of law. The law
must constantly evolve to mitigate risks associated with new technologies. Consumer lawyers may represent
consumers who have been disadvantaged by violations of consumer law or may defend organisations against
individual or class action suits. 

Career options include:
    Private work as a consumer lawyer
    Work at a regulatory body such as the ACCC
    Employment in an organisation such as the Consumer Action Centre

CRIMINAL LAW
Criminal law involves the prosecution of individuals for legislated crimes. Criminal lawyers generally fall either
into the category of defending accused people or prosecuting them. Additionally, some criminal lawyers
specialise in niche areas including victims’ representation or coronial inquests.

If you’re interested in pursuing a career in criminal law, consider looking into police prosecution and the DPP, or
approaching local firms to undertake work experience, or enquiring whether you may shadow a criminal
barrister. 

Choose this if you
    Have strong advocacy, listening, and communication skills
    Have a high level of integrity and ethics
    Can prioritise both the best interests of clients and the overarching duty to the administration of justice



DISPUTES
Working in disputes involves dispute resolution through alternative dispute resolution (ADR) or litigation
regarding a variety of legal issues. Work can include appearing in court, providing written and oral legal advice,
drafting correspondence and pleadings, and working directly with barristers, clients, and colleagues to resolve
disputes. 

ENTERTAINMENT LAW
Entertainment law is an amalgamation of laws relevant to the entertainment industry including television,
advertising, video games, theatre, music, movies, and print media.

Legal issues may include: 
    Intellectual property law
    Contract law
    Torts law
    Defamation law
    Tax law
    Insurance law
    Privacy law

ENVIRONMENT & PLANNING LAW
A relatively new and growing area, environmental law is broad, encompassing the system of treaties, regulations,
statutes, conventions, and case law governing human interactions with the environment. Issues include air and
water pollution, biodiversity protection, climate change, and city planning. Environment and planning law
attempts to strike a balance between the need to protect the environment and to promote legitimate and
prosperous developing projects. 

Domestic and international environmental law is constantly evolving. This makes environmental law an excellent
match for flexible, curious, and adaptable graduates. 

EMPLOYMENT LAW
Employment law attempts to balance the (often competing) interests of employees with the commercial interests
of their employers. This includes matters such as wages and compensation, leaving entitlements, workplace
disputes, and workplace harassment and discrimination

Employment lawyers may work on specific issues arising in the employment law context or may advise on
employment law perspectives in large transactions such as the sale or acquisition of a company. Issues may
include assessment of work environments, paid and unpaid leave, termination of employment, notice periods,
and minimum and maximum work hours. Most large, small, and boutique commercial firms have employment
lawyers. This is a constantly changing area of law requiring knowledge of contract law, commercial law, and the
statutory framework guiding employment conditions in Australia. 

It may be helpful for students interested in employment law to work in an office environment while they study to
gain a sense of the day-to-day interactions between employers and employees. 



FAMILY LAW
Family law involves helping people navigate issues such as family breakdowns, family violence, parental
responsibility, adoption, emancipation, financial responsibility for children, and well-being of children. Family
lawyers work in and come across a number of legal areas including family law, property law, contract law, trust
and estates, torts and taxation. 

Family law may be for you if you are a compassionate person, driven to help others. Family law might also be for
you if you’re interested in advocacy and dispute resolution due to strong involvement of mediation, alternative
dispute resolution, and litigation. 

Family law involves engaging with clients experiencing some degree of emotional turmoil therefore vital skills
are quality communication and the ability to be empathetic. 

HUMAN RIGHTS LAW
Human rights law is central to social change and policy making, aimed to protect the fundamental rights of all
people without distinction. Human rights law offers a way to tangibly improve the lives of those whose rights
have been violated. 

An interest in social justice causes can be a motivating factor for human rights lawyers. Some human rights
lawyers dedicate their careers to combatting specific issues such as sexual slavery, or ethnic discrimination. 

Many human rights lawyers begin in their careers by volunteering or interning with CLCs or human rights
organisations. Internships are also available with various UN agencies, NGOs, and there are limited opportunities
for graduates in Australia to work for the Australian Human Rights Commissioner with NGOs in the area.

Areas of law practice include:
    Administrative law
    Refugee law
    Anti-discrimination law
    Disability law and policy
    Indigenous rights

INSURANCE LAW
This area of law centres around insurance claims. This can involve finding alternative routes for rejected claims,
assisting clients who haven’t had benefits paid, or resolving disputes involving insurance companies. 

As well as handling rejected or mismanaged claims, insurance lawyers may assist clients with deciding between
different insurance schemes, and weighing risk management with cost and effectiveness.

Choose this if you:
    Enjoy contract or property law
    Have close attention to detail
    Can handle stressed, emotional, and vulnerable clients



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
Intellectual property (IP) law is designed to protect the rights of people with intangible assets such as writing,
music, drawings, paintings, films, and trade secrets. IP lawyers assist clients with matters involving protection of
the assets using patents, copyrights, trademarks, licensing agreements, and more. A central challenge involved
in IP law is the need to apply existing laws in novel ways as technology and arts develop. IP lawyers may work at
a special firm, in an IP department at a large firm, or in-house for a company requiring frequent IP advice. 

Choose this if you have:
    Teamwork skills
    Energy and enthusiasm to adapt and stay up to date in a rapidly evolving space
    An interest in arts, science, or technology

INTERNATIONAL LAW
International law, as enshrined in custom, charters, and treaties, acts to regulate the ways that different nation
States interact with one another. International law may be broadly divided between private and public
international law.

PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL  LAW
Private international law involves legal issues regarding transnational transactions or commercial activities in
different jurisdictions. Clients in private international law are often multinational companies. Disputes in private
international law are often resolved through arbitration. 

PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW
Public international law is a broad area of legal practice. Notable areas include international humanitarian law,
international criminal law, and international human rights law. 

Key international organisations include:
    Australian Defence Force
    International Committee for the Red Cross
    Human Rights Watch
    International Chamber of Commerce
    International Court of Justice
    International Criminal Court
    International Monetary Fund
    United Nations

IN-HOUSE LAW
In-house lawyers work for companies or organisations on all legal matters that might arise through the day-to-
day running of that business. In-house counsel generally have a broad range of expertise including intellectual
property, advertising, tax, equity, property, consumer, contracts, corporate governance, and compliance law. A
key part of the role is informing the decision-making process of the company, so in-house lawyers must have a
keen awareness of commercial realities. 

Students looking to combine their legal knowledge with a passion for an industry outside of the law may be
suited to this career path. In-house counsel typically work for larger corporations such as those in banking,
accounting, or mining corporations. However, there are opportunities to work in niche areas such as fashion
houses dealing with intellectual property matters. After graduating, students may wish to pursue an in-house
graduate program, or work as a solicitor within a law firm, working towards eventually transitioning to an in-
house position. Many professionals chose to move to an in-house role as this offers them increased work-life
balance. 



JUDGES ASSOCIATE 
Judges' Associateships are generally year-long positions where you work full-time, assisting a sitting judge.
Depending on the court and judge, associates may undertake research, manage cases and hearings for their
judge, support their judge during hearings, assist in writing judgements, or assist their judge in a number of
other ways. 

Judges Associates are exposed to a wider range of work, and in doing so, become intimately familiar with court
documents, proceedings, and processes. They work alongside leading barristers, solicitors, and judges, so have
the opportunity to observe and learn from some of the most skilled advocates of the profession. 

Associateships are highly competitive and are considered an invaluable experience for those wanting to pursue a
career in litigation or at the bar. 

MIGRATION LAW
Migration law involves people seeking to migrate to Australia. A migration lawyer may assist with navigation of
complex conditions for applying for and maintaining visas. 

Migration law entails a variety of career possibilities including being a migration lawyer, a member of the
Department of Home Affairs, or a human rights lawyer specialising in working with refugees and asylum
seekers.

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
Personal injury law refers to matters involving people who have suffered physical or psychiatric injury where
another party may be responsible for that harm. Claims may arise in circumstances including workplace
incidents, motor vehicle accidents, criminal injuries, accidents in a public place or on another person’s property,
or during medical treatment. 

Personal injury often intersects with other areas of law including sports law, health law, and superannuation law. 

Because of the vulnerability of clients, personal injury lawyers should be able to communicate with compassion,
empathy, and understanding. 

MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
Mergers and acquisitions describe a specialised area of commercial law that deals with the consolidation of
companies through various types of financial transactions. Working in this area of practice generally involves
drafting documents and deeds for sale or restructure of a business and conducting due-diligence on behalf of a
purchasing company. 

This area of practice may be further complicated when working with international clients or companies. Mergers
and acquisitions lawyers should have strong commercial acumen to serve their clients' best financial interests
while protecting them from legal backlash.



SPORTS LAW
Sports law practitioners deal with the collection of laws that apply to the sporting industry, athletes, and other
stakeholders. 

Work conducted by sports law practitioners may include:
    Assisting players with entering contracts
    Advising existing contracts
    Advising on the operation of sporting codes when clubs are restructured or in times of conflict
    Advising on sponsorships and use of trademarks
    Dealing with sports-injury claims and liability disputes. 

Sports law is not restricted to professional sports, and includes recreational sports with issues including the laws
relating to young athletes, safety and equipment, and coaching training requirements. Sports law encompasses a
wide variety of areas of law including:
    Contract law
    Intellectual property law
    Tort law
    Employment law 

A career in sports law may mean anything between working for a sporting club, to a boutique law firm.

TAXATION LAW
Taxation law involves assisting clients with any issues regarding their tax. 

A career in tax law may expose practitioners to a large range of clients including:
    Government departments
    Banks
    Private firms and organisations. 

Taxation teams are prominent in most large commercial firms with clients including businesses, private
individuals, and other private companies. Taxation law can be appealing to students and graduates who prefer
front-end legal work or who enjoy contract or corporate law. 

WILLS AND ESTATES 
Wills and estates lawyers provide various services relating to the disposal of assets, mainly encompassing
succession law, trusts, property law, and taxation law. 

Lawyers in this area assist clients in:
    Drafting wills and trusts
    Delegating powers of an attorney
    Appointing guardians
    Producing other relevant documents for the administration of a person’s estate after they pass away or 
    become incapacitated. 

They may also assist the estate’s executor, provide representation where there is no will, or where an existing
will is disputed.







NON-LEGAL CAREER
PATHWAYS

ACADEMIA

CONSULTING
Consultants are problem solvers, who provide trailer-made solutions to resolve clients’ problems. They assist
organisations, including businesses, not-for-profits, and government bodies, with solving problems in order to
improve performance and increase value to stakeholders. 

A background in law combined with diverse experiences, study, and extracurricular activities can assist those
interested in a consulting career. Additionally, the ability to think creatively and logically and to effectively
communicate with clients and stakeholders are vital to consulting. 

The qualities and knowledge that consulting firms look for may vary greatly depending on the firm’s culture and
specialty so make sure to do your research before applying. 

A career in academia presents an opportunity to make an impact on the legal system by contributing to wider
legal thinking, law reform, and policy development. Legal academics are largely focused on contributing to the
field by way of research and peer-reviewed articles, and often lecture and tutor at law schools. 

You should consider pursuing a career in academia if you have a keen interest in legal theory or enjoy the far-
reaching learning and autonomy that researching the law offers. This often involves high academic performance,
and generally requires a masters degree or PhD.

LAW REFORM
Law reform involves researching and providing insight into potential changes to current laws and the legal
system. 

Law reform organisations are heavily involved in the policy discussion around changes made to legislation and
provide research on the impact of similar laws in other countries or reports based on community needs. 

Involvement in law reform means utilising the legal research and knowledge gained from your legal education
to infirm meaningful policy changes. 



LEGAL TECHNOLOGISTS
Legal technologists combine knowledge of the legal industry and technology to make the process of legal service
delivery more efficient and accessible to clients. 

While constantly evolving, this may involve:
    Ways to deliver legal advice more efficiently or effectively
    Ways to collaborate with clients and other service providers for more holistic advice
    Ways to educate time spent on repetitive, labour intensive tasks
    Ways to ensure the safety of data held within organisations

Most legal technologists provide plans for how an existing process may be improved, then use coding platforms
or work with application development to implement them. 

Most commercial firms employ legal technologists from the job market or by repositioning internal employees.

GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC SERVICE
While a number of government departments do take law graduates in a legal capacity, most government
departments value the skills which law graduates can bring to the department in other capacities. 

There is an extremely diverse range of roles in areas such as:
    Governance
    Policy making 
    Drafting and implementing legislation
    Enforcement and regulation

Of benefit are the analytical, policy, and logic skills that law students and lawyers develop through their training
and career. 

Careers in the Australian Public Service are sought after due to the extensive training, favourable working
conditions, defined career path, supportive environment for personal development, and geographic mobility. 

Examples of departments and agencies to consider:
    In-house government lawyer
    Attorney General’s Department
    Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency
    Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
    Department of Home Affairs
    Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission
    Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions
    Australian Defence Force
    Australian Federal Police
    Australian Securities and Investments Commission
    Australian Broadcasting Corporation
    Reserve Bank of Australia
    Administrative Appeals Tribunal
    Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
    Australian Law Reform Commission
    Australian Prudential Regulation Authority



When travelling abroad to study
at Bond, it may (or may not have)
crossed the minds of students
that, upon going home, the
journey of learning does not end
in Australia. Canada has a
prestigious ideal of their lawyers’
abilities and, accordingly, any
person coming to the country
with an international education
in law is required to sit the
National Accreditation
Committee (NCA) conversion
examinations. These exams are
designed to test information
about the Canadian legal system
which would be considered basic
knowledge for Canadian law
graduates. 

Bond does their due diligence in
preparing its students for these
examinations by providing
students the opportunity to take
Canadian Constitutional Law,
Canadian Administrative Law, 

PRACTICING LAW IN
CANADA

Canadian Criminal Law,
Foundations of Canadian Law,
and an online course on
Canadian Professional
Responsibility. These courses
will provide students with
credits and valuable
information that will prepare
them for the exams they will
face in the near future.

All the relevant information
regarding timetables of
examinations will appear on the
NCA websites listed below. It is
important to consider
registering a profile as students
may do so at any time
throughout their law degree.
The examinations are different
depending on the requirements
of the Law Society of the
Province or Territory. There
may be a waiting period, so it is
vital to enrol as soon as
possible. 













EXPERIENCES

PERSONAL

Part Three



Non-
Traditional
Pathways

In my LL.B, I specialised in
International and Comparative Law,
writing my Honours thesis about the
elimination head of state immunity for
atrocity crimes, that is, the the leaders
of countries should not be able to avoid
facing justice if they are found to be
responsible for war crimes or
genocide. I majored in International
Relations in my arts degree and took a
keen interest in policy development
and human rights. This led me to
pursuing my LL.M (Research) focusing
on the right to health for non-citizens
in immigration detention, and a career
in academia.
 
When someone conceptualises an
academic, they typically think about a
dusty old office, but the reality is that
academia opens the door to a lot of
opportunities beyond the traditional
law graduate positions, and often leads 

to careers in policy and research.

During my LL.M, I applied for a
Research Intern position with the
United Nations Volunteer Program.
For five months, I worked remotely
with the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees Multi-Country
Representation in Canberra. I was
tasked with researching citizenship
acquisition in Oceania and produced
country-specific qualitative data to
assist the office with multilateral
policy development to prevent
statelessness as a result of climate
change. I spent roughly 10-15 hours a
week researching and drafting this
work, on top of my studies.
 
I cannot stress the value of searching
for positions outside of traditional
paths, you never know what kind of
opportunities might be available.

By Alana Bonenfant
Bond Alumni



Bond has a a number of resources to help
you navigate the transition from studying
law to seeking admission in Canada. But
first, to make the most of your future
career opportunities, you need to make the
most of your degree. Employers are
looking for well-rounded candidates who
have more to offer than just good grades.
So take advantage of as many opportunities
as you are able to while still at Bond - get
involved with student associations,
participate in clinics, take advantage of
work experience opportunities, participate
in moots and other skills competitions,
attend guest speaker events, and more.
 
The first step to practicing in Canada is
having your degree recognised by the
National Committee on Accreditation
(NCA): (https://nca.legal/). It is helpful to
familiarise yourself with the NCA timelines
and requirements before your final
semester so that you can complete the
process as expeditiously as possible,
including writing the necessary exams.
Upon successful completion of the NCA
process, you will obtain your ‘Certificate
of Qualification’.
 
The next step is to complete the licensing
process of the province in which you
intend to practice. Each of the provinces
has slightly different requirements, so you
will want to get in touch with your
provincial law society to determine the
specific requirements. Many provinces
require a period of articling; some require

PRACTICING LAW 
IN CANADA

practical legal training (similar to the PLT
requirement in Australia); some have bar
exams. Keep in mind that, for those
provinces requiring a period of articling,
you may need to apply for articling jobs
before you complete the NCA process
because articling positions are usually
filled a year in advance.
 
In many cases, you will need to apply for
articling and/or summer student jobs via
the viLaw Portal
(https://recruitcdn.viglobalcloud.com/). So,
you should register with the portal and set
up your profile before you plan to apply
for jobs. A good source of information
about Canadian law firms is the NALP
Canadian Directory of Legal Employers
(https://nalpcanada.com/). The online
directory allows students to access
information about legal employers across
Canada. You can search by areas of
practice, region, city, size of firm, and
even look up specific firms.
 
For more information about practicing in
Canada, including the NCA and admission
processes, students are encouraged to
attend the Homebound seminar, hosted by
the faculty and the CLSA every semester.
You can also reach out to our Director of
Canadian Law Programs (Assistant
Professor, Lisa Bonin) at any time via email
at lbonin@bond.edu.au. You can also pick
up a copy of the Canadian Careers Guide
from the CLSA.

Professor Lisa Bonin
Assistant Professor and Director,

Canadian Law Program
 

Want to practice law in
Canada?



What is a PhD? 
The Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) is a higher
degree by research. With the guidance of a
supervisory team, PhD candidates undertake
independent research and are expected to
make an original and significant contribution
to knowledge or understanding. This typically
culminates in the submission of an 80,000-
100-000-word thesis.   
 
What inspired you to pursue this pathway? 
The first time I seriously considered applying
for a PhD program was when I was completing
my honours research project. There was
something gratifying about navigating a
complex topic, feeling frustrated coming to
terms with it, then having a eureka moment. I
knew it was a journey that I wanted to
continue. After some insightful discussions
with academics and current PhD students, I
realised that it was a pathway I wanted to
investigate further.   
 
What steps did you undertake in pursuit of
this pathway?  
The first and possibly the most critical step is
choosing the right topic. From there, it’s
important to identify suitable supervisors or a
university that aligns with your research
interests. You usually apply to the university
directly. Application requirements vary by
university. In my case, the application process
consisted of an expression of interest, referee
reports, a research proposal, and an
interview.  

Do you have any tips for those seeking to
follow a similar pathway? 
Start early and seek out opportunities to build
your research skills and experience.

FURTHER STUDY
These opportunities may include
volunteering your time at a journal as a
student editor, working as a research
assistant, completing a research-focused
internship, or attempting to publish your
work in journals or academic blogs. Even if
you realise that a PhD or higher degree by
research pathway is not for you, research
skills are valuable and transferable.  
 
Best parts of doing a PhD 
Bond has a great higher degree by research
and research community; it is energising to
be surrounded by others doing interesting
research. 
 
Being able to take a deep dive into a
subject that interests you. 
There are opportunities to travel to attend
conferences, workshops and seminars in
different cities and countries.  
 
Hardest parts of doing a PhD 
Research does not always go as planned so
it is important to stay agile and pivot when
needed. 
 
It can feel lonely when you’re the only
person working on a project. However, I’ve
never felt alone on my journey thanks to the
support of my supervisors and fellow higher
degree by research students. 
 
Managing completing demands on your time
can also be a challenge. 

                             Article by Maddi Nicholls
                                                    Bond Alumni

Pursuing a pHd



In-House
Practice
M e l  S c o t t
B o n d  A l u m n i

When I graduated from Bond, my
only goal was to get a job, any job.
 
This was in early 2009, post-
Global Financial Crisis and
graduate lawyer jobs were far and
few between. ‘Big Law’ firms
weren’t offering as many positions
and those that were on offer were
highly sought after - the
competition was fierce! Hunger
games vibes…
 
So, I buried my head in the sand
and went backpacking around
Europe instead.... no regrets.
 
Upon running out of money and
returning home to Australia, I did
manage to find my way into Big
Law and was ecstatic to start in
the next intake of the Graduate
Lawyer program at Corrs
Chambers Westgarth. I must
thank the Bond Careers
Development Office for bringing
this opportunity to me.
 
At Corrs, I put my hand up for
every project and once found 

myself “on secondment” to a
client’s legal team. This
secondment gave me a taste of ‘the
other side’ and was the start of my
next career chapter - in house
lawyer life.
 
I thought it would be interesting
to be able to focus on one client at
a time, be a real part of the
internal decision-making process
and say goodbye to the billable
hour.

I became really focussed on my
transition from private practice to
in house and spent over a year
strategically developing myself
into the ideal junior legal counsel
candidate. I met with recruiters,
polished my CV, reached out to
senior in house lawyers for advice,
grew my network and after hours
and my own expense, I studied the
College of Law’s Master of Applied
Law: In House Practice.
 
I landed my first in house job as
Legal Counsel at Brisbane Airport
Corporation and haven't looked
back.



Since then, I've found a way to
really have fun as a lawyer and
work in lots of interesting
industries from aviation, financial
services and cloud computing.
 
Working in house means that my
colleagues are not just lawyers but
also software developers, data
analysts, cyber security experts,
digital marketers, and sales
professionals. I love being exposed
to different ways of thinking and
problem solving, not just with a
legally trained brain.
 
I currently work for a global tech
company called Megaport. This has
been a career highlight for me. I get
to travel internationally for work,
help launch the company into new
countries like Japan, Spain, Mexico
and France.

Quite honestly, no two days are the
same.

My time could be spent working
on commercial contract review,
giving advice on employment law
in Germany, answering a privacy
law question for a colleague in the
US, coordinating specialised legal
advice from external counsel and
working on a new patent
application with our software
developers. All within a single
day!
 
In house lawyers are truly jack
and jills of all trades, masters of
some. We triage legal matters for
the company and apply a ‘risk-
based approach’ to sift through
what issues really matter and what
don’t. It is this commercial and
pragmatic, business minded
approach that empowers me daily
and fulfills my love of in house
life.
 
I also have a side hustle, a podcast
called Counsel and I share career
and mindset tips on Instagram and
TikTok: @theinhouselawyer.







The role of the
Judge's Associate
If you are interested in working
“behind the scenes” of the judicial
system, there is no better role than
as a Judge’s Associate. After
commencing as the Associate to a
Queensland District Court Judge in
January of 2022, I can share some
insight into the application process
and everyday life of an Associate.

Applications to become a District or
Supreme Court Associate open
annually between December and
January, for positions to commence
the following year. Try to tailor
your written applications to each
Judge you are applying for. The
Supreme Court Library Queensland  

website is a useful resource to find
judicial biographies and papers,
allowing you to make an informed
choice as to which Judges you are
most interested in working for and
convey this in your application.

If you progress to the interview
stage, be prepared to discuss your
past experience, interest in working
as an Associate, your future plans
and even some of your personal
interests. Be authentic! Associates
work closely with their Judge for a
year, meaning you want to
genuinely share some common
ground.

Millie Jones
Bond Alumni



Associates provide daily
administrative and legal support to
their Judge. While this changes day
to day, that can look like:

      arraigning a defendant or
      taking the verdict in a criminal
      trial;

      managing exhibits, taking
      detailed notes of proceedings
      and endorsing files in Court;

      providing legal research on
      diverse questions of law;
 

      proofreading and publishing
      judgments;
 

      liaising between parties,
      Registry staff, media and other
      stakeholders; and
 

      administrative tasks such as
      managing travel bookings,
      making reimbursement claims
      and other matters necessary to
      maintain the effective running
      of chambers.

Every day is different. It may see you
in a criminal trial, a series of
sentences and pre-trial hearings,
civil applications, or planning and
environment matters. Certain Judges
also circuit to regional centres for up
to three months of the year, which
further diversifies the type of matters
and advocates you observe in action.
 

Central to the Associate experience is
the opportunity to learn from and be
mentored by your Judge. This is an
invaluable experience but also one
that requires you to be highly
organised, proactive and
professional in all your dealings. In
summary: if you are passionate about
advocacy and want to be in a position
that always keeps you on your toes in
and out of Court, I encourage you to
apply to be a Judge’s Associate.

The work of an associate

The Experience
As an Associate, you can expect to
witness firsthand the work of skilled
advocates in Court, listen to
interesting (and very human) stories,
and learn about niche points of law. 



Are you starting to think you might not want to work as a
solicitor or in a law firm? Is graduation day coming around
like an out-of-control garbage truck careening towards a
cliff with you buckled in, unable to jump clear? Are you
wondering what to do now that you think maybe you’d have
preferred a career as an international backpacker? Does
your inner wild child die a little every time you go shopping
for suits? Do you argue about injustice and quote from the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights at the dinner table?

Help! I’m beginning to think
I’ve made a terrible mistake!

Don’t do what I did, and faff about until the
last minute, then apply for only one job after
you graduate, hoping for the best (fortunately
for me, I got it, but the odds were not great).
Don’t panic either. There are a lot of job
options for people with law degrees who
decide they don’t want to work within the legal
profession (or at least, want to try something
else for a while first).
 
If you are thinking about a career in an
International Organisation like the UN or one
of the many NGOs doing humanitarian work
around the world, there are things you can do
to prepare yourself and use your law degree in
a slightly different way.

Try before you buy
Many of the larger International Organisations
have internship programs, where you can
spend anywhere between a couple of months to
a couple of years overseas, working in a field
office, or away from the organisation’s
 

Rohan Titus
Bond Alumni

headquarters. The UN Internship program is
particularly good for this, giving you a first-
hand experience of the type of career on which
you might want to embark without forcing you
to commit to a career right from the outset.
 
Waiting, waiting …
Unfortunately, you can find yourself having
applied for dozens of internships and positions
with NGOs but not hearing back. You could be
one of thousands of applicants. It is easy to
give up hope as you wait, being ghosted by
large organisations with over-worked Human
Resources staff. How do you maximise your
chances? With the UN, one key area is
languages. If you want to work in the UN
family, having fluency in more than one of the
UN official languages is incredibly helpful.
Even if you don’t have fluency, having a basic
knowledge can help. It is often suggested that
French, Spanish and Arabic are the three most
useful after English to be able to secure a UN
job.



Brushing up on your international
humanitarian law, your laws of armed
conflict and your human rights law can
be useful too – particularly if you are
successful in getting an interview or
exchanging emails with your prospective
bosses.
 
Having a better understanding of the
culture and customs of the people you
want to work among is possibly the most
rewarding part of the experience – the
stuff you don’t pick up as a tourist or
backpacker. Getting better and picking
up cues across cultural lines is a key
skill, and the sooner you start to
develop these skills the better.
 
What can I expect?
 

You can expect the unexpected! No two
international jobs are the same. There is
no knowing what you will be doing,
where you will be going and what you
might or might not achieve. There is
also a great deal riding on the team you
end up working with. Getting to know
them and what they expect from you can
be the most rewarding part of the
experience.
 
Still thinking about it?
 

Many Bond grads are working or have
worked in the international
organisations and non-government
organisations space. If you want to know
more, please reach out to them via the
alumni network. They’ll be only too
happy to help!







DOING NOW?

WHAT CAN  I  BE

Part Four





FIRST SEMESTER
Use your first semester to start healthy study habits
and link up with Bond University services.

See the Career Development Centre (CDC) for
advice on developing a legal resume ready for next
semester.  

See the Academic Skills Centre (ASC) for assistance
with assessments and referencing. 

See the Law Librarians book a one-on-one
consultation to refine your legal research skills.

THIRD SEMESTER
Apply for your first industry experience through
the CDC’s Industry Experience Program (IEP) and
build your practical legal skills. Fabulous for your
resume! 

Attend the Bond Law Clinic information sessions
and apply for one of the clinics.

Make sure you have a LinkedIn account. Link up
with some of your classmates, and other contacts
you may have!

SECOND SEMESTER
If you don't have much on your resume, consider
volunteering or a casual position to build your
employability skills. 

Think about applying for the 'Unfair advantage'
Program through the ASC and build your
confidence in public speaking. 

Join the Queensland Law Society (QLS) or your local
district law association as a student member.

FIRST YEAR

SAMPLE DEGREE PLAN
FOR A LLB STUDENT



FOURTH SEMESTER
Your first industry experience with the IEP will
start in this semester. 

If you’re interested in working for a top tier
firm you should start preparing to apply for
Vacation Clerkships. 

Attend the LinkedIn workshops with the CDC.

SEVENTH SEMESTER
You are almost there. 

By now you should have at least two industry
experience placements under your belt. 

Your resume should be at industry standard,
and you should have experienced a few
interviews and mock interviews to polish your
ability to market yourself.

FIFTH SEMESTER
This is a big semester - Seasonal clerkship and
graduate recruitment season opens 

Visit the CDC for help with your resume and
how to navigate the rigours of clerkship
applications. 

The CDC hosts clerkship presentations with a
range of law firms who give insight into what it
is like to work for them. The CDC also runs the
annual career fair, which gives you a chance for
a face-to-face meeting with a range of
employers.

SIXTH SEMESTER
Students who have been successful in obtaining
a clerkship will be starting their paid four-
week summer clerkship rotating through
different practice areas in the firm at the end of
this semester. 

Other students should be doing a second
industry experience this semester.

EIGHTH SEMESTER
Your last semester! Congratulations! 

It's time to start thinking about completing the
process to becoming a lawyer, starting with
your Graduate Diploma of Legal Practice
(GDLP). 

You should attend a GDLP Information Session
this semester.

GDLP
This is the final step required if you wish to be
admitted. 

The CDC is on hand to help you find a
placement. 

You may have clear ideas of what areas of law
you wish to work in. If not, the CDC can assist
with your career mapping.

SECOND YEAR THIRD YEAR



NETWORKING

Networking is all about
building connections with
people in your profession who
can support you in your
career. 
 
Top networking tips:

Attend legal networking
events and engage with the
wider community of law and
firms. 

Prepare questions that are
similar to: 
     How long have you been at 
       this firm? 
     What about your job do you 
       most enjoy? 
     How did you get to the 
       position you are in now? 
 

Arrive early to find people
who’ve yet to “partner up”.
They will be easier to
approach. 
 
Adhere to the dress code. 

Present professionally. 

Follow up after the
networking experience by
adding contacts on 
 LinkedIn. 

Always use your manners. 

Let others speak. You need
to be a good listener. 
 
Be yourself! You're looking
for like people as well.



WORK EXPERIENCE

Employers are placing
increasing importance on
work ready skills. Law
firms are looking for
graduates with workplace
experience and the
theoretical knowledge of
the law. 
 
Law firms especially value
legal experience and
students who bring other
employability skills such
as communication, self-
management, teamwork,
problem solving, creative
and analytical thinking to
the workplace. 
 
Contact the CDC to plan
your industry experiences
as soon as possible. 

CDC’s Industry Experience Program (IEP) 
The CDC will work with you to secure up to two industry
experience placements. 

Applications for the IEP are submitted through Scout and open in
week 1 of every semester and close 12 midday on Friday of week 4. 
 

The CDC works with students to: 
    Ensure resumes are at industry standard. 
    Invite you to an assessment centre to give you the experience of 
     how big firms recruit so you can stand out when it matters. 
    Liaise with the legal profession to secure your interviews. 
    Provide opportunities to participate in mock interviews. 
    Provide insurance to cover you during your placement. 
 
The IEP program is open to students who have successful
completed all core and foundation subjects and completed, or be
completing at the time of application, 12 subjects of the law
degree. 
 
Please Note:  Undergraduates must also have a minimum of 50
Beyond Bond points at the time of application. 





THE TWILIGHT
SEMINAR SERIES

The Twilight Seminar Series began in late
2015. It was designed to formalise research
seminar structure for the purpose of
celebrating and disseminating the world-
class expertise of our researchers, honorary
adjunct professors, and visiting scholars. It
gives researchers and scholars the
opportunity to present their latest work in a
public forum, and provides an opportunity to
interact and network between the Faculty,
academics from other Faculties, members of
the profession, other students, alumni, and
members of the public.

"[Twilight Seminars] provide an
opportunity to interact and

network between the Faculty,
academics from other Faculties,

and members of the profession..."

In addition to the Twilight Seminars, the
Faculty hosts other research events
throughout the year such as Colloquiums,
Conferences, and lunchtime seminars, which
students are warmly invited and encouraged 

‘COVID-19 and Human Rights: Balancing
Interests and Obligations’
‘Defamation Law Reform and the Review
of the Model Defamation Provisions’
‘IP and Fashion: Is imitation piracy or
flattery?’
‘Technology and Jurisdiction in
OuterSpace and Cyberspace’
‘Voice, Treaty, Truth’
‘Free Speech on Campus in the United
States and Australia’

to attend. These are predominantly free
events which are also open to the general
public.

Twilight Seminars are typically held between
Tuesday to Thursday from 5-6pm. Each
presentation ends with 15 minutes of
question-and-answer time, allowing the
audience to engage with the speaker.
 
All events are advertised through the student
announcements, emails to students, and the
LSA Facebook page. 
 
Previous seminars have been on topics
including:

 
 



BOND LAW
CLINICS
Before the process of seeking work experience and clerkships,
the Bond Law Clinics provide opportunities for students to
experience legal practice in a controlled and supportive
environment. Designed to offer free advice to the local
community, students prepare themselves for practice under
the supervision of local practitioners engaged in pro bono
service. Providing free and accessible legal advice to clients,
students hone their professional skills while knowing they have
contributed to a broader social objective of providing access to
justice. 

If you want to get involved, the Faculty holds an information
session each semester (usually around Week 8) followed by an
online application process and interviews with each Clinic’s
supervising academic. The CDC is available to assist, and there
are also opportunities to get involved early on in your degree in
student administrator positions. 

Available Clinics 
(semester dependent) 
Commercial Law
Provides small businesses legal advice to start-ups and not-
for-profits.

Immigration Law
Assists vulnerable and financially disadvantaged non-citizens
seeking to remain in Australia legally.

Property Law
Informs citizens about their rights regarding matters such as
strata title, residential tenancies, and fencing disputes.

Community Law
In collaboration with the Gold Coast Community Legal Centre,
students gain insight into a wide range of legal fields, helping
those who might not otherwise have access to legal advice. 

Criminal Law
Under the supervision of the Queensland Police Service,
students develop briefs of evidence and undertake legal
research into the field of criminal law.

Start-Up Law
This clinic teaches entrepreneurs about business structures, IP
protection, and commercialisation strategies. 

Human Rights Law
Students assist with legal research and legal writing in
collaboration with the International Bar Association Human
Rights Institute. 



LawRight

Lesbian Gay Bisexual
Trans Intersex Legal
Service

My Community Legal

Prisoners’ Legal Service

Queensland Advocacy
Incorporated

Refugee and
Immigration Legal
Service

Women’s Legal Service

YFSLegal

Youth Advocacy Centre

Some local CLCs include:

 

VOLUNTEERING
Community Legal Centres (CLCs) provide free legal
services to the public, helping members of society facing
economic, social, or cultural disadvantages. There are
limited opportunities for law students to volunteer in
programs run by CLCs - an opportunity to help assist
vulnerable members of the community, while gaining
valuable legal work experience.

What would I do at a CLC?
CLC student volunteers may undertake a wide range of
tasks, including identifying legal problems faced by clients,
writing memorandum of advice, court or tribunal
submissions, submission law reform, conducting legal
research, and other administrative duties. Some positions
require face-to-face communication with clients, or over
the phone as many CLCs operate on a telephone advice
line.

What do CLCs look for in students?
Great communication skills
Strong research skills
Ability to adjust to new or different areas of law
Strong commitment to justice and equality 

Application processes differ depending on the CLC. Check
out the websites of local CLCs for details.



BUILDING EXPERIENCE
Participation in legal competitions can afford
students an opportunity to develop practical legal
experience and improve legal research and
reasoning skills. Competition experience looks
great on a resume so can assist you in finding work
experience and means you can develop real and
practical skills that are of use in any workplace. 

MOOT COMPETITIONS
A moot is a simulated appeal in a superior court,
based on a hypothetical scenario and judgement
from a lower court. Participants can expect to be
queried and questioned by judges as they test your
research and reasoning skills. In addition to
providing you an opportunity to put your legal skills
to use, moots are a great way to gain
extracurricular experience and impress prospective
employers. Reflecting on his own experiences, the
Honorary Michael Kirby wrote:

“It is…as proper in the new millennium, as it has been
useful throughout millenniums just closed, to train the
new professionals in the arts of persuasion. This means

mooting. And if moots make the student’s heart race
faster, it is nature’s way of alerting the mind and

sharpening its focus.”
 

WITNESS EXAMINATIONS
Witness examination competitions simulate a civil
or criminal trial. Barristers, acting for either side of
the dispute, take turns examining and cross-
examining the witnesses to corral the facts of the
case and present them to the judge. These are
valuable skills for those interested in a career in
litigation or advocacy, and assist with
communication, critical thinking, and strategic
thinking.

NEGOTIATIONS
Negotiation plays a fundamental role in the law,
both as a tool for alternative dispute resolution and
as a necessary precursor to the finalisation of
contracts and other agreements. Skilful negotiation
requires patience, the ability to prioritise and, of
course, a willingness to compromise. 

LEGAL COMPETITIONS

CLIENT INTERVIEWS
The ability to interview a client is critical to almost
all areas of legal practice. To test this skill, client
interview competitions require participants to
simulate lawyers who are visited by a potential
client for a preliminary meeting.






